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Getting married was perhaps the most significant moment in an eighteenth-century woman’s life. It changed not only her social, but also her economic, and most fundamentally, under the common law doctrine of coverture, her legal status. In light of this, recent scholarship has paid great attention to the factors informing motivations in marriage, considering not only those determining a woman’s decision whether or not to marry, but also those informing when, who and even how she might marry. Women, as a whole, are increasingly being recognised as active participants in the determination of their marriages.​[1]​ Moreover, as Amy Louise Erickson, Diana O’Hara, Pamela Sharpe, and Joanne Bailey have all argued, financial security appears to have been a prime concern.​[2]​ Very few individuals married, O’Hara asserts, without close regard for their property and financial well-being after their marriage.​[3]​ 
This is, of course, not to discount the diversity of other factors which might have informed marital choice. As the range of studies have demonstrated, often in response to Lawrence Stone’s disputed account of a linear shift from an economically-motivated to an affectionate marriage, the picture was, as a whole, one of diversity in practice. As well as affectionate and economic factors; birth order, parental influence, the wider community, religious beliefs, filial obligation, age, place of birth, and a range of other social and personal circumstances all had their place in shaping the making of marriages.​[4]​ 
One factor however, which is rarely considered in any depth, is that of women’s independent business activities. Despite the increasing scholarly recognition of such activities during the period; the appreciation of women’s emphases on financial security after marriage; and the fact that the legal doctrine of coverture – by preventing a married woman from owning property, entering into contracts, or receiving credit – had a fundamental impact upon her ability to run a business or trade independently, the ways in which women’s business activities shaped their attitudes towards, and choices in marriage have received only limited attention.​[5]​ Whilst the relationship between a woman’s legal status as married or unmarried and her economic activities were, as Pamela Sharpe reminds us, fundamentally intertwined, further scholarly examination remains necessary in order to more fully appreciate this complex relationship.​[6]​ In response to this, this essay seeks to go some way towards unpicking the relationship between business agency and marriage, by considering its interaction in one of the few professions in which women continued to dominate across the century, despite the wider gradual decline in women’s working opportunities: acting.
It is rare for actresses to be considered in economic terms, let alone as businesswomen. Whilst Felicity Nussbaum’s recent essay has drawn important attention to the actress as an economic agent, both the long-standing division of ‘art’ from ‘commerce’ and the location of histories of the actress within literary rather than economic or social history, have resulted in her long-standing elision from consideration as a working or professional woman.​[7]​ Yet, more than anything this is exactly what she was. Those actresses, like Susannah Cibber, Anne Oldfield and Dora Jordan, who will be the subjects of this essay, made it to the top of their industry through a combination of professional acumen and ambition, as much as through artistry. Central to this essay therefore is the importance of relocating these women’s professional activities within the wider history of eighteenth-century working women, whilst recognising the distinctiveness of the profession. In this context, the essay will argue that an examination of the relationship between marriage and profession, in actresses’ lives and work, can bring into focus wider questions around businesswomen’s choices in marriage, as well as illuminating the specific ways in which the personal and professional coincided when it came to an actress’ marriage-making.
The first two sections of the essay will examine the ways in which marriage could function both to the benefit and detriment of an actress’ professional activities and agency. In the first section it will be argued that an astute marital decision might support and promote an ambitious actress’ future on the stage, largely through integrating her into established networks within the profession: an argument informed by established recognition of marriage’s function within the wider social community. The essay will then continue by considering the impact of an actress’ legal status as feme covert upon her professional agency. Whilst, as has been widely argued, the gap between theory and practice raises questions about the extent to which the law always impacted upon a married woman’s ability to trade, it will be shown that further examination of the actress’ unique position as both trader and traded is required in order to appreciate the consequences of coverture for the actress.​[8]​ In the final section of the essay, having considered both the possibilities and liabilities of marriage for the actress, the ways in which some actresses appear to have sought to negotiate between them will be considered. ‘Contract’ marriage, or ‘performing marriage’, it will be suggested, was one way in an actress might maintain her legal, and therefore, professional agency within the framework of a long-term personal relationship. Central to this final section will be the argument that some actresses may have chosen to negotiate their personal and professional lives by cohabiting and living as if married, outside the legal framework of a legitimate union. As Amy Louise Erickson has argued, unmarried English women were in an unique position in Europe, being legal individuals in their own right and having as a result more resources at their disposal than elsewhere in Europe.​[9]​ The possibility that some ambitious actresses may therefore have chosen cohabitation over legitimate matrimony, for professional reasons, it will be argued, cannot be discounted. It is moreover, only through an awareness of both the benefits and liabilities of marriage for an eighteenth-century actress, that a greater, if still incomplete understanding of eighteenth-century businesswomen’s choices in marriage might be gained. 
For Better: Marrying into the profession

The story of Susannah Cibber née Arne (1714-1766) reveals the way in which marriage might work to the advantage of an actress’ professional career. Susannah Arne was the fourth of eight children born into a relatively comfortable middling family in London. Her mother, Anne, was a midwife, whilst her father, Thomas, was the son of a master of the London Company of Upholsterers and worked in this trade, as well as offering services as an undertaker, both from his premises in King Street, Covent Garden.​[10]​ From the age of eighteen, and musically gifted like her brother Thomas, who was later to become music director at both Drury Lane and Covent Garden, Susannah began to sing professionally. First in spring 1732, at the Little (or new) Theatre in the Haymarket and then from the autumn of 1732 at the theatre in Lincoln’s Inn Fields, Susannah could be seen as a lead singer of the English Opera Company: a company which whilst beginning as a profit-sharing venture between her father, Henry Carey and Jophann Lampe, had by the start of the 1732-33 season been taken over by her brother. In these early years of her singing career Susannah was relatively successful, even attracting the attention of Handel who, in the spring of 1733, invited her to sing in his new oratorio Deborah. Yet it was when the English Opera Company returned from Lincoln’s Inn Fields to the Little Theatre in the Haymarket, in September 1733, that the opportunity to advance her career beyond the limited status of a singer would arise. Theophilus Cibber and his band of actors, on seceding from Highmore’s management at Drury Lane at the end of the previous season, had also rented out the Little Theatre for the 1733-34 season, apparently seeing no difficulty in interspersing their performances with the more infrequent musical interludes that the English Opera Company would provide. In the autumn of 1733 Susannah Arne therefore found herself working alongside members of London’s leading theatrical company: a company which included such celebrated actors as Mrs Heron and Mrs Pritchard, and of course one of the leading lights of contemporary theatre, Theophilus Cibber. From this point onwards events moved swiftly for Susannah. In six months, by March 1734, she and Theophilus were engaged, and only one month later, on Saturday 27 April the Universal Spectator and Weekly Journal reported that, ‘on Sunday last Mr Cibber, jun. Comedian, was marry’d to Miss Arne, a celebrated Singer’.​[11]​
On the surface it appears, and probably appeared at the time, a rather strange match. Susannah Arne was an attractive, well-bred, and talented woman who, having only just turned twenty, was below the average age of marriage and had the prospect of future suitors, even if she had not already courted.​[12]​ Theophilus Cibber on the other hand, was by all accounts both physically and personally unappealing. His facial features, the Universal Spectator told readers on 17 January 1741, were ‘rather disgusting’ and his gambling and infidelities in his first marriage to the actress Jane Johnson (1704-1733) were notorious within the theatrical community. Theophilus Cibber certainly had a poor record as a husband. And weighed down with debt he was in little position to provide the maintenance which Margaret Hunt has described as the second principle of the ‘female marital economy’ and a central feature of a husband’s moral duty.​[13]​  Yet perhaps it was not this conventional return in the ‘martial economy’ that Susannah Arne sought. After all, despite bringing few personal or financial benefits to a match, Theophilus Cibber brought significant professional benefits. Not only was he a skilled comic actor and a leading theatre manager but, as the son of the celebrated actor, manager, playwright and poet laureate, Colley Cibber, Theophilus was at the pinnacle of the theatrical hierarchy. Perhaps Susannah Arne, at the other end of this theatrical hierarchy, saw her marriage not solely, or even predominantly, in personal or even in economic terms, but rather in professional terms. 
An examination of newspaper advertisements in February, March, and April 1734, for performances by the Company of Comedians of His Majesty’s Revels at the Little Theatre in the Haymarket, and then at Drury Lane (from 12 March), certainly suggests that Susannah Arne’s engagement, and then marriage, was connected both to her own, and to her family’s swift professional advancement. On Saturday 2 February 1734, just over two months before Susannah and Theophilus married, the Daily Courant reported that:

We are credibly informed, that Charles Fleetwood, Esq; of Bromley-Hall, in the County of Stafford, a Gentleman of an Estate of upwards of 8000l. per Ann, hath purchased all the Shares of the Patentees of the Theatre Royal in Drury-Lane, and that he will either keep them himself or dispose of them to such Persons (Actors only) as shall be approved of by the Players themselves: On which Conditions, we hear that the Company from the Theatre in the Haymarket, are about to return to their Old House.

The paper was not misinformed. On Saturday 9 March, Theophilus and the Company of Comedians of His Majesty’s Revels gave their final performance at the New Theatre Haymarket, before returning on 13 March to Drury Lane, where Theophilus would be influential in the management for the next six years.​[14]​ Yet the company did not return as it had left a year earlier: in the same broadsheet an advertisement highlighted the addition of a new member since their sojourn at the Haymarket. On 9 March the Daily Journal announced that on Saturday 30 March, ‘For the benefit of Mr Cibber’, The Fair Penitent was to be revived with an afterpiece of The Country House and a ‘Variety of Entertainments, as will be expressed in the Great Bills, particularly Singing by Miss Arne’. Shortly after, on Thursday 14 March an advertisement for a performance of The Alchemist on Saturday 16 March noted that ‘young master Arne’ would play the role of Dapper (this referred to Susannah’s younger brother, Henry Peter, who had performed with her at the Haymarket). Only shortly after, on Thursday 21 March, the performance of Thomas Arne Junior’s composition Love and Glory affirmed Susannah’s elder brother’s position as resident composer and musical director.​[15]​ Of course, although these advertisements marked the Arne family’s first appearances at Drury Lane, audiences would be familiar with both Susannah and her younger brother Henry’s appearances with the Company of Comedians at the Haymarket, as well as with Thomas’s compositions of afterpieces for the company. Susannah had first sung for the company on Saturday 6 October 1733, swiftly increasing her number of songs following this. Moreover, with her first appearance as the Princess (alongside Henry Arne) in the afterpiece of Tom Thumb the Great, (composed by Thomas Arne Junior) on 29 October 1733, she had affirmed her place as the lead singer of the Company of Comedian’s afterpieces.​[16]​ 
The Arne family’s move to Drury Lane with the Company of Comedians was, in this context therefore, not extraordinary. Yet at the same point it was a move which would not have been assured, for all or any of them. The connection between Susannah’s marriage to the new manager of Drury Lane, only six weeks after her own, her two brothers’ and her father’s advancement (Thomas Arne Senior became a theatre servant responsible for seat numbering) is therefore one which demands consideration. In the context that, as John Gillis has suggested, the time between a betrothal and wedding was relatively short, (with two months probably being average), the likelihood that Susannah’s betrothal to Drury Lane’s manager took place around the point at which she and her family took articles with the Company, is certainly suggestive.​[17]​ 
Social historians have long demonstrated the extent to which, throughout the eighteenth century, one of marriage’s functions remained the creation and affirmation of networks of kinship, or as George Booth wrote in 1739, to provide for the ‘mutual Society, Help, and Comfort’ of the wider family.​[18]​ Whether companionate and affectionate, or not, ‘the union of two individuals’, as Diana O’Hara has argued, ‘united and restructured two kin groups […and] even the lowliest of marriages involved the exchange of some property between families’.​[19]​ Moreover, as Margot Finn has suggested, the ‘marriage market […] shared essential features with traditional gift exchange’.​[20]​ It is just such an exchange of professional and personal gifts within a marital economy that I would suggest we can see taking place in March and April 1734, and which we see cemented publically, not on the marriage day itself, but rather a week later, on 29 April 1734. On Wednesday 24 April, three days after Susannah’s marriage, Theophilus placed an advertisement in the Daily Journal announcing that, on Monday 29 April, a performance of The Careless Husband (a somewhat ironic choice considering the later history of this marriage), was to be followed by the afterpiece of Britannia (which was an alteration to Thomas Arne Junior’s Love and Glory ‘on the Joyous Occasion of the Royal Nuptials’). These performances were to be given ‘For the Benefit of Mr ARNE’. On the day of the performance, the notice in the Daily Journal altered this slightly, noting that the performance was to be given both for the benefit of Mr Arne and ‘Young Master Arne’.​[21]​  With Mrs Cibber announced as the ‘late Miss Arne’ and playing Venus in her brother’s afterpiece, the benefit publicly and retrospectively ‘performed’ the professional, personal, and of course with the benefit takings for the Arnes, the economic exchange, which had taken place through the marriage a week earlier. It is also worth noting that the mapping of social practices onto theatrical activity which we can see taking place here, was not unique to this case but, as Jacky Bratton has argued, can be traced across theatrical practices in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, with theatre companies functioning in familial terms.​[22]​
To a degree, this evidence allows for a reading of the new Mrs Susannah Cibber as the subject of exchange within this marital-professional economy: her personal attributes as wife and professional skills as performer, which had previously been under the auspices of her older brother, were being exchanged for professional opportunities and economic benefits for her family. To date biographical studies on the actresses certainly tend towards explaining her unappealing choice of marital partner in terms of her family pressures, figuring her as the reluctant subject of exchange, submitting to the will of father and brother, and portraying her, I would suggest, in light of the tragic heroines she would later become famed for portraying.​[23]​ Family pressures certainly cannot be ignored, as Diana O’Hara has highlighted examining the diversity of ways in which external factors might explicitly and implicitly shape marital choice in the Tudor period.​[24]​ Yet at the same time, to read Susannah’s marriage solely in these terms is at odds, not only with the later ambition and independence of mind the actress demonstrated, but also with current scholarship on women’s, and in particular professional and urban women’s agency in marital negotiations.​[25]​ It is also sits uncomfortably with the benefits which Susannah herself gained from her marriage, not only in these early stages, but in the immediate years following it. It is notable, for instance, that one month before the benefit for her brothers, and before her marriage, Susannah Arne herself had been given her own benefit performance. On Thursday 28 March 1734 a performance of The Constant Couple: or A Trip to the Jubilee, with an afterpiece of Thomas Arne’s Love and Glory was performed for the benefit of Miss Arne, with tickets being sold by Mr Arne at the family home in King Street.​[26]​ It was a notably early benefit in the season for a relatively low-status singer. Yet whether in response to the recent engagement, which Mary Nash has suggested took place on 22 March, or as a bargaining chip in Theophilus’ bid to win her consent, the significance is that the benefit, and therefore economic return, belonged to the singer herself, rather than her relatives.​[27]​ 
From this point onwards, and for the next few years, Susannah Cibber gained significantly from the familial connections her new husband brought her. As daughter-in-law to the celebrated actor, manager and Poet Laureate, Colley Cibber, Susannah was given all the opportunities to advance her professional skills. She received hours of acting tuition from her father-in-law at his home in Russell Street, at the same time as she was being trained for her acting debut in the titular role in Zara: training given by the play’s author himself, Aaron Hill. With Colley Cibber schooling her in the exact application of intonation and gesture in tragedy and Aaron Hill taking her through his play point-by-point it is hardly surprising that Susannah excelled in the role when she first performed it on 12 January 1736. Nor is it surprising that within only eighteen months (twelve of which had been taken up with the birth and death of her first child), Susannah Cibber had advanced from being a singer in afterpieces to being a leading actress. It was a remarkably fast rise to fame, even for a skilled performer. And it was one that can certainly be explained, at least in part, by her astute decision to marry into a well-established professional network. Using this network Susannah Cibber not only had the opportunity to advance her immediate professional status but also the opportunity to gain professional skills and contacts that were to stand her in good stead for the rest of her career. 
Susannah Cibber’s story highlights the significant benefits an actress could gain by marrying into the profession. Yet she was not alone in making use of the networks of kinship which underpinned the theatre industry. Whilst much further research is required for any detailed analysis, the number of actresses who, even on a brief glance through the ODNB, married ‘into and up’ the theatrical hierarchy highlights the importance of considering this strategy for professional advancement within studies on eighteenth-century theatre, and in particular on the actress as professional. Mary Ann Yates née Graham’s (1728-1787) story echoes Susannah Cibber’s in revealing the professional benefits of a judicious marriage. In 1754 Mary Ann Graham made her debut at Drury Lane, continuing for some while, and to all accounts rather unexceptionally, until Garrick dropped her from the company in the 1755-56 season. Only one year later however, in December 1756, Mary Ann re-appeared at Drury Lane. Even more interesting however is the fact that she made this second debut in a leading role: Alcmena in John Hawkesworth’s play, Amphitryon. This remarkable turnaround in Mary Ann’s career was no piece of luck. Earlier that same year, as Peter Thomson has noted, Mary Ann had married one of Garrick’s closest allies, the well-established actor and recently widowed actor, Richard Yates (1706?-1796), gaining by doing so, both the skills and the access to a professional network that she needed to establish her career.​[28]​ Yates continued to have a very successful career following her marriage. Her ambition, in another interesting parallel to Susannah Cibber’s career, led her to aspire to theatrical management and saw her taking on a five-year tenure as manager of the King’s Opera House.​[29]​ Sophia Snow’s (1745?-1786) marriage to the already established actor Robert Baddeley (1733-1794) in 1763 might well have been influential in enabling this actress to secure her own successful debut at Drury Lane, whilst Ann Dancer née Street (also Barry, Crawford) (1733?-1801) was another actress who used marriage to establish and advance her career. Whilst this actress’ first marriage served to support her early career, it was her second relationship and subsequent marriage, to the established actor Spranger Barry (bap. 1717, d. 1777) that supported her in moving from the touring circuit to being an established figure. Ultimately her alliance with Barry brought her a position at Drury Lane under Garrick, as well as a share in the Crow Street Theatre in Dublin after her husband’s death. 
Whilst the focus of this paper is on the particularities of female marital agency in relation to professional agency, it is interesting to note that little attention has been paid to the ways in which actors might also use choice in marriage to advance their careers. Yet there are a number of examples of men who appear to have engaged in this same strategy. Not least of these is David Garrick, whose marriage to the dancer Eva Maria Veigel on 22 June 1749 brought with it valuable social connections – in particular Veigel’s long-term patrons, the Count and Countess of Burlington – which would support his established professional success. After marrying John Bannister (1760-1836) in 1783, it was Elizabeth Harper (1757-1849) who took her new husband’s career in hand and taught him to sing in order to compete with the rising star John Philip Kemble (1757-1823): support which went some way towards reviving his threatened career. ​[30]​ In a parallel story, when the low-level actor William Gardner (d. 1790) married the already well-established and successful actress Sarah Cheney (fl. 1763-1795) in 1765, he gained access to a level of the profession otherwise inaccessible to him. It was just such an access to the profession which Charlotte Charke née Cibber (1713-1760) thought motivated Richard Charke to marry her in 1730. As Charlotte noted in her memoirs, Richard, who was an actor, composer and violinist at her father’s theatre, ‘thought it a fine Feather in his Cap, to be Mr. Cibber’s Son-in-Law’. Moreover, as Charlotte makes clear, the advantages were not fanciful. Her father, she reflected, ‘was greatly inclined to be his Friend, and endeavoured to promote his Interest extremely amongst People of Quality and Fashion’.​[31]​ 
These brief and limited references to actors and actresses across the century serve to highlight the wealth of research remaining to be undertaken in the field: work which alongside Jackie Bratton’s call for consideration of families as ‘engines of induction, training and inheritance within the profession’ will open up new ways of approaching women’s historical engagement with the profession.​[32]​ This is not to argue that all actresses or actors considered professional advancement when making marital decisions, or to deny the strength of affectionate and companionate motivation. Clearly the young Sarah Kemble’s determination to marry the actor William Siddons, despite her parent’s disapproval and related attempt to marry her to a local squire, is proof to the contrary. The argument is rather that the ways in which marital choice might function to advance both men and women’s theatrical careers should not be overlooked as affairs of the personal sphere, but rather be considered as possibilities alongside other strategies of professional advancement. It is a call for greater research. Only through further consideration, after all, will we begin to be able to begin to unpick the complex ways in which marital and professional factors might inform each other in the lives and work of eighteenth-century actors and actresses. 
For Worse: Feme covert and its implications

Whilst it is important to consider the ways in which both women and men might inflect marital choice with professional consideration, the distinctive legal position of a married woman as feme covert precludes any simple alignment of actors and actresses’ stories, as well as highlighting the particular relevance of such a study in relation to the women of the profession. Put simply, whilst an actor ‘marrying into and up’ the profession could reap the economic returns of his new professional advantages, an actress, whose legal existence was ‘suspended during the marriage, or at least is incorporated and consolidated into that of the husband’ under the laws of coverture, had no rights to the money she earned through her labours.​[33]​ For a husband like Theophilus Cibber, who in marrying Susannah Arne gained an additional two hundred pounds per annum income, it was a ‘win-win’ situation. Yet for a wife, the situation was more problematic. When she was provided for by her husband, certainly this legal disparity might have had little impact on lived experience. Yet when marriages broke down, the lack of legal identity and agency could be severely disenfranchising. Not only might an actress have to fight to receive the salary she had earned, but potentially, as we will see in Susannah Cibber’s continuing story, every aspect of her professional identity and activity could be manipulated by her husband. 
	The disabilities of coverture have been well documented by social historians, as have the ways in which women might seek both to evade its stringency and seek redress.​[34]​ It is not the intention of this essay to repeat these arguments, but rather to introduce and consider the distinctiveness of the actress’ position in relation to such discussion. Before moving on to look at the ways in which actresses sought to negotiate between professional agency and personal relationships, we must therefore begin by considering the specific ramifications of coverture to the women working in the ephemeral sphere of the performing arts. 
The complex nature of an eighteenth-century performer’s professional identity, in terms of property ownership, and the ambiguous relationship between her labour and the ‘product’ of that labour both open up new questions about the consequences of coverture for the actress. To what extent did the transference of ‘property’ on marriage include, for example, not only an actress’ physical goods and earnings, but also the property she embodied in her professional activity? And how was her professional identity and agency inflected by her change of legal status from feme sole to feme covert? To begin to answer these questions it is important first to understand, in relation to contemporary notions of property, both the nature of the actress’ professional labour and the nature of the ‘theatrical commodity’ she created and exchanged. 
 Arjun Appadurai’s argument that a commodity is any object of economic value is extremely helpful in this context.​[35]​ The idea, as further refined, that a commodity is anything in a situation where ‘its exchangeability (past, present, or future) for some other thing is its socially relevant feature’, offers a useful framework for considering the nature of the actress’ (and of course also the actor’s) work in creating and exchanging what I will term their ‘theatrical commodity’.​[36]​ Yet considering the actress’ stage performance in this way raises the question of what this ‘theatrical commodity’ was and where it’s value lay. Whilst much further research is demanded in this field, it is clear that this commodity was not simply her performance of a character in a particular play, but was rather a complex of interaction of this with her stage persona, her physical presence in a shared space, and her performative skills. It is important to note therefore, that whilst in many other fields the manufacturer, trader and commodity were distinctive roles, in the theatre, the performer was not only responsible for exchanging but also for creating and embodying this ‘theatrical commodity’. And when it is recognised that this ‘theatrical commodity’ could be considered as a property in parallel terms to physical property, the implications under the laws of coverture become apparent.
Of course, from a modern perspective, there is a clear distinction between the intangible ‘theatrical commodity’ that we are talking about, and the kinds of tangible property which the laws of coverture were constructed to regulate. Yet, in the eighteenth century, this distinction between intellectual property and physical assets was yet to be made.​[37]​ The result of this in wider society was, as Margot Finn has highlighted in her study of debt from 1740 onwards, a rather troubled relationship between individuals and their possessions: revealed most explicitly both in the Slave trade and in the substitution of bodies for debt under civil law.​[38]​ The consequence of this trifold interchangeability between physical and intellectual property, and the person who possesses them is expressed clearly in popular representations of performers as ‘stock’ and ‘valuable acquisitions’ throughout the century: representations which clearly frame the ‘theatrical commodity’ as physical property, easily eliding the complexity of the relationship. In 1740 for example, reflecting upon his early career, Colley Cibber described his younger self as an aspiring actor who had no ‘farther merit, than that of being a scarce commodity’ to be sold ‘like cattle in a market […] to the first bidder’.​[39]​ Similarly, in reporting to David Garrick in 1775 on the value of employing a young provincial actress called Sarah Siddons, the talent scout Parson Bates described the actress as being ‘a valuable acquisition to Drury Lane’.​[40]​ It is in the memoirs of actor-manager Tate Wilkinson (1739-1803) however that we can see the discourse at work most overtly. With his self-consciously gleeful description of his 1782 ‘theatrical acquisition’, the actress Dorothy Jordan, as a rare jewel which made his eyes sparkle, the manager easily elided any distinction between physical goods and the complex theatrical commodity the actress offered.​[41]​ 
The concept of labour as a ‘property contained within one’s person’ was not unique to theatrical discourse.​[42]​ John Locke’s 1690 Two Treatise had articulated a flexible notion of property, to include a property within one’s person. Whilst in discussing apprentices in 1776, Adam Smith used the following terms: ‘the property which every man has in his own labour, as it is the origional foundation of all other property, so it is the most sacred and inviolable’.​[43]​ At the end of the century Thomas Paine similarly argued that:

the faculty of performing any kind of work or service by which he acquires a livelihood, or maintains his family, is of the nature of property. It is property to him; he has acquired it; and it is as much the object of his protection, as exterior property.​[44]​ 

To date, to my knowledge, philosophical approaches to labour as property have not been considered in relation to the ephemeral product of that labour, or service, by performers, perhaps in part due to the problematic they raise. Unlike the subjects of these philosophical discussions, the performer was not only the labourer and trader of the product of the labour, but in another sense also embodied that product in and of themselves. It was this duality as both agent and object of exchange which was fundamental to the performer’s ability to promote and maintain their professional status within the industry, giving them control over their labour, over where and when they would perform, and over how much they could receive for their ‘theatrical commodity’. It is this duality which, I would argue, was also shattered on an actresses’ marriage. 
	If, as contemporary philosophy on labour as property, and discourse surrounding the actor as ‘goods’ would allow, the actress’ ‘theatrical commodity’ could be considered a form of property, the corollary would be that on her marriage, and along with all her other property, it was transferred to her husband. No longer proprietor of her theatrical commodity, the actress would lose her dual identity as both agent and object of exchange. The former role would be taken by her new husband whilst she herself remained simply the object of exchange, her husband’s professional asset. Of course this argument is highly theorized. Actresses may well have come to agreements, formalized or informal, over their continuing agency in professional, if not economic matters. They may, if possible, have sought feme sole status, allowing them to trade legally and independently, whilst their husbands maintained their common-law right to their wives’ profits; they may have gained their husband’s permissions either before or after marriage; or they may have circumvented the law on the basis of possessing equitable separate property. Charlotte Charke herself reports that in order to pocket her earnings she sold tickets ‘in the Name of the Widow Gentlewoman, who boarded with me whilst she, Charke ‘sat quiet and snug with the pleasing reflection of my security’.​[45]​ As Nicola Phillips has highlighted, when considering coverture and married women in business, whilst the dominant impression remains one of the disabling effects of the law, there were a variety of means by which trading women might function as single women.​[46]​ Ultimately, as historians are keen to emphasise, ‘early modern marriages often show a gap between law and practice, between supposedly normative ideals (often enshrined in the common law) and the ways people actually behaved and accounted for their actions’.​[47]​ The number of actresses who appear to have continued to manage their careers whilst married certainly points to such gaps.
Nevertheless, for some actresses, as we see if we continue examining Susannah Cibber’s story, a husband’s agency over their wife’s theatrical commodity was both realized and consequential. On 12 January 1736 Susannah Cibber made her first venture on the Drury Lane boards as an actress, taking the title role in Aaron Hill’s new tragedy Zara. A prologue was written for the occasion by Colley Cibber, and performed by his son. And as we can see it was a prologue which clearly articulated not only Theophilus’ dual status as both manager and husband, but which also revealed his agency over the theatrical commodity embodied by his wife. Standing on the boards of his new stage at Drury Lane, Theophilus addressed the packed house in the following terms:

	Now the player
With trembling heart, proffers his humble prayer. 
Tonight the greatest venture of my life,
Is lost, or saved, as you receive – a wife
In you it rests, to save her or destroy, 
If she draws tears from you, I weep – for Joy!​[48]​
	 
In directly offering Susannah to the public in these terms Theophilus clearly articulated his position as the trader of the commodity his wife embodied. Whilst Susannah’s performance was clearly the object of commercial exchange, as Theophilus made clear it was his venture, and his the tears if it were a success. Moreover, in speaking the prologue himself, Theophilus very literally embodied the role of trader. Like a market-caller promoting his wares, the actor-manager-husband stood on stage and introduced his new ‘commodity’, hoping that the audience would approve of the price they had paid for it. 
	Theophilus’ performance on this occasion was more however, than a simple discursive flourish: it marked out from the start, clearly and publicly, his relationship with, and agency over his wife’s theatrical commodity. Whether Susannah had any concerns over this at this point we simply do not know. However, with no legal identity of her own, she was in little position to proffer a challenge. Having given her legal identity to the manager of her company had certainly catapulted her to celebrity and brought valuable opportunities, yet the consequence now was that she was entirely constrained, having no leeway to negotiate the terms under which her theatrical commodity would be exchanged, to choose her roles, negotiate her benefit date, sign her contract, or to agree to her rate of pay. Ultimately, she was entirely subject to the professional decisions that Theophilus made. For the moment however, the fame and status she received from her performances in Zara, and following this, The Distressed Mother, and The Conscious Lovers, may well have masked such legal and professional disabilities. Yet only ten months after her debut, the liabilities would become suddenly apparent, when Theophilus would place her at the centre of a battle over which, as feme covert, she would have little if any control, and which would seriously threaten her public and professional status.
	Following Susannah’s lucrative appearances in 1736, Theophilus realized that the public’s demand for the commodity he owned could prove even more profitable for him if he could stage a production which capitalised on those qualities which the public clearly responded to. Only seven years earlier The Beggar’s Opera had proved a run-away success, and recognising that with Susannah’s singing and talents ‘being particularly tuned for the tender and pathetic she might properly be cast to the Part of Polly’, Theophilus saw a perfect opportunity to gain a high yield on his commodity.​[49]​ Unfortunately however, with the star actress Kitty Clive having previously played Polly, theatrical tradition dictated that the role belonged to her. As the anonymous ‘Reader and Spectator’ wrote in a letter to the Daily Gazetteer on 4 November 1736:

To force that Character from her, is Injustice, it being a received Maxim on the Stage, not to take a Character from an Actor, by which he has establish’d a Reputation to himself, and deservedly gain’d the Applause of different Audiences.

With theatrical convention on her side, and as the author continued, the ‘Injustice’ being ‘still more aggravated by the Imposition at the same time on Mrs Clive, of acting the inferior Character of Lucy’, Catherine Clive was not going to give up her role without a fight, as she herself indicated in her subsequent letter to the London Daily Post and General Advertiser on 19 November. The result was a stalemate: Clive refused to give up her role; Theophilus’ co-manager at Drury-Lane, Fleetwood, being reluctant to provoke his most profitable actress, refused to take the role from her; and Theophilus demanded the role for his wife. The battle however continued in the press. Provoked by Clive’s refusal to give up her role, Theophilus attempted to force the matter, writing a long letter published in the Daily Advertiser and London Daily Post on Saturday 13 November, and trying to press the theatrical public into supporting him. It did not work. Provoked into action, Kitty responded on 19 November in a letter which, although requesting the cessation of the public letter-writing in the hope that it would ‘effectually put a Stop to this Dispute’, in fact simply fuelled it. The ‘War of the Pollys’, as it was popularly called at the time, had begun. The public imagination was grabbed and soon young men were crowding the green room, dividing themselves into camps supporting each side, and contributing their own perspectives in both verse and prose to the commentary in the papers.​[50]​ 
	What is significant about this moment however is the stark contrast it offers between the involvement of the two actresses who were at the heart of the conflict. Kitty Clive, whose two-year marriage to the Barrister George Clive had broken up approximately a year earlier, had full control over her commodity: she was both agent and object of exchange, perhaps achieving this even during her brief marriage through the means already discussed.​[51]​ It was no coincidence in this context that she was visible in publicly defending her rights. Yet the opposite was true of Susannah Cibber. Whilst Clive was publicly defending herself, Susannah was equally notable for her absence as a participant in this battle over the commodity she embodied. Whilst Kitty Clive was certainly more established, both in the theatrical hierarchy and in the public eye, Susannah was well enough known to have made her public case if she had sought to. The reason she did not, I would propose, is not because of her inexperience in theatrical battles, but rather because, with Theophilus holding the position of trader over her creative commodity, it was his battle, not her’s. Why, after all, would an only recently established, if successful, young actress seek to wrest a role so publicly from an established star within her own company? Whilst Theophilus’ comment, in a letter published in the Grub Street Journal on 9 December 1736, deliberately painted a picture of his wife as a victim of the ‘War’, his explanation nevertheless had a logic to it. As he told Clive and the public:

She [Susannah] is conscious, her youth and inexperience stand but in too much need of all the candour and indulgence of an audience, - to run the hazard of provoking any, by appearing in a character, of which so good an Actress as Mrs Clive, is tenacious​[52]​

In noting further that Susannah, ‘never asked for the Part of Polly, [and] does not at present desire it’, Theophilus publicly pointed moreover towards Susannah’s literal objectification in the affair, at the same point as he revealed whose interests were being served by the ‘War’. 
	The ‘War of the Pollies’ – which was finally resolved when Drury Lane manager Charles Fleetwood staged the play on 31 December 1736, with Kitty Clive as Polly and her friend Hannah Pritchard as Lucy – marked a turning point in Susannah Cibber’s career. Until this point Theophilus’ position as both owner of her commodity and actor-manager of Drury Lane had worked to her advantage, enabling her to play roles she would otherwise have had to fight established actresses for. However with the ‘War of the Pollies’, for the first time the disabilities of being married outweighed the benefits. Being unable to determine the roles she would play, or to prevent Theophilus from placing her theatrical commodity in this public and difficult position, Susannah’s popularity took a sharp hit. Moreover, with the theatre at Lincoln’s Inn Fields staging The Beggar’s Pantomime, a satirical portrayal of these real events, Susannah became the unwilling subject of public satire. The experience of the ‘War of the Pollies’ clearly made its mark on the actress. Nine months later, when Theophilus again attempted to take a role from Kitty Clive to give to her – this time the role of Ophelia – Susannah stood her ground and enacted the only rights she had. She refused either to study the part, or attend rehearsals. Although she was punished for this rebellion, receiving a nominal fine of five pounds, (which as Theophilus received her salary impacted more on him than her), Susannah’s refusal to acquiesce to Theophilus’ demands marked her first attempt to negotiate between the benefits and restrictions of her marriage. 
	From this point onwards, with her husband’s control over her career increasingly impacting upon her professional standing, Susannah began attempting to reclaim her professional autonomy from within her marriage. Interestingly, on her betrothal almost two years earlier, she and her mother had deliberately put measures in place to enable just such an eventuality. As Anne Arne testified in her ‘Complaint’ on behalf of her daughter in 1742, a prenuptial arrangement had been made in 1734, under the terms of which Susannah’s £200 per annum salary was to be drawn by the two executors Charles Wheeler and Goodwin Washbourne, with £100 being invested in government securities and the remainder being assigned to ‘her sole and separate use to dispose of as she should think fit’.​[53]​ Whilst Mary Nash has suggested that such a prenuptial arrangement was unusual, recent scholarship has demonstrated that it was neither unusual for working women to want to receive the profits of their own labour, nor to use a diversity of legal implements to do so.​[54]​ Moreover contemporary tracts and publications, such as the 1732 volume A Treatise of Feme Coverts: Or, The Lady’s Law served to inform literate women how they might:

preserve their Lands, Goods, and most valuable Effects, from the Incroachments of any one; […] Further, the Reader is to be acquainted, that this Work comprehends the Rights and Privileges of Females, as to Discents, Partitions of Lands, &c. Estates-Tail affecting Them​[55]​

Despite the fact that Susannah’s prenuptial agreement protected her income from Theophilus’ debt-ridden clutches, both during and after her life, Anne Arne’s testament in 1742 reveals that its terms were never upheld. It was in light of this therefore, that Susannah sought to reinforce the terms in 1737, approaching Charles Fleetwood to ask that her salary be given to her, rather than her husband. Fleetwood refused. The theatrical network which had catapulted her to success was now working against her. Fleetwood could simply not collaborate with Theophilus’ wife against Theophilus, his own co-manager. And the consequence of Susannah’s request was violent. On hearing of the threat his wife was posing to his position as the agent over her commodity, and perhaps fearing the removal of the income stream she brought him, Theophilus took action to remind his wife of her status. In a drunken rage he was reported to have broken into Susannah’s dressing room and, seizing her stage jewels and wardrobe to turn them into cash, to have brutally enacted his rights over his property. For an actress the stage wardrobe held both professional and cash value and in removing it Theophilus deliberately damaged her professional status. Yet the message implicit within his actions was far more insidious. Emphasizing Susannah’s parallel status as his own stage commodity, Theophilus’ actions functioned deliberately to rearticulate to Susannah his ultimate authority to remove her from circulation. As he was reported by Anne Arne (Susannah’s mother) to have told Susannah on more than one occasion, if she would not ‘consent to permit and suffer him to take and receive the whole or the greatest part’ of her ‘earnings gains and monies from time to time to his own use’, then he would not suffer her ‘to make or acquire any such earnings gains or moneys’.​[56]​ Theophilus’ violent reminder of his ultimate authority to prevent Susannah from performing was not isolated to this one occasion. As Anne Arne testified to the Lord Chamberlain in 1741, ‘Theophilus Cibber hath frequently stript your said oratrix [Susannah] of and taken away from her all her cloathes, linen, necessities and ornaments of her person purchas’d with and out of her said earnings, gains and monies’.​[57]​ Clearly selling Susannah’s stage property brought Theophilus valuable cash income. Yet its value in asserting his rights over his wife, and her theatrical commodity, was not insignificant. 
	 The subsequent tale of the abuse Susannah faced from Theophilus, and the relationship she began with the man, William Sloper, who would become her life-long partner, are well known, not least because of the wealth of publicity which surrounded the two trials for criminal conversation which Theophilus brought against William Sloper, in December 1738, and December 1739. It is not the intent of this essay to repeat the rather convoluted story of how Theophilus was reported to have encouraged and supported Susannah’s affair with Sloper, in return for loans to pay off his debts; his subsequent kidnapping of his wife when Sloper was reluctant to continue loaning; or his sueing Sloper for adultery after Susannah swore the peace against him.​[58]​ What is significant about these events however is the way in which, at this period and in the wake of Susannah’s attempts to regain agency over her professional identity, Theophilus appears to have transferred his proprietorial attentions away from the professional theatrical commodity she embodied, and onto the value he might gain from her physical body itself. In the extreme, his encouraging of the relationship between Susannah and Sloper in exchange for loans has echoes of ‘pimping’. Whilst in seeking damages of £5000 in 1738 and a year later, in the second trial, damages of £10,000, Theophilus’ final attempt to enforce his matrimonial rights over his wife’s body were played out: unfortunately for Susannah, rather publically. In Susannah’s physical and sexual objectification in the trial for criminal conversation – and more troubling to her, the publication of the proceedings of this trial – we can see echoes of her enforced passivity during the ‘War of the Pollies’. And just as two years earlier albeit in a different way, Susannah now found her status as feme covert threatening both her career, and her reputation in the public eye. 
The impact on Susannah’s career of her husband’s public assertion of his perceived ‘rights’ over his wife’s body were significant. Combined with her inability to work for her own benefit, the very public circulation of the intimate details of her sexual relations with William Sloper inflected her public persona in a way both personally and professionally ‘unhelpful’ at best. As a result Susannah temporarily retired, leaving London with Sloper and their baby daughter.​[59]​ Although two years later she could be found performing in Ireland, in December 1741, Theophilus’ legal stranglehold over Susannah’s professional agency continued to prevent her from working in London, until her mother’s pleadings finally won her a court injunction in 1742. This injunction, which prevented Theophilus from interfering with her career, taking her income, or working in the same theatre as her, made Susannah to all intents and purposes, a feme sole once more.​[60]​
The narrative of Theophilus’ abuse of his wife, his kidnapping of her, and of Mrs Arne’s taking up her daughter’s case during Susannah’s enforced absence are, in and of themselves, not unique. As Margaret Hunt, Joanne Bailey and Elizabeth Foyster have all demonstrated, marital abuse was not a minority experience in the period, with similar ‘narrative’ features, such as the high drama of kidnaps often appearing often across the pleadings of the Courts being studied.​[61]​ And it is within this wider social context that Susannah Cibber’s tale deserves consideration. Whilst the salacious details revealed during and around the trial for criminal conversation certainly inflected her career, and have, since their republication in the nineteenth century, been connected loosely with the notion of the actress-as-whore, it is the wider story of this actresses’ marriage which is of central interest. In only four years, Susannah’s choice of marital partner had not only ignited her career, but also almost destroyed it.  As such her tale is a useful study of both the possibilities and liabilities that marrying within the theatrical professional might bring. 
‘Til Death Do Us Part: Negotiating between the benefits and drawbacks of marriage

	Despite Susannah Cibber’s lack of success in implementing the terms of her prenuptial agreement, there were, as we have already touched on, a number of means by which women might gain the opportunities of marriage without having their professional agency curtailed. And although much-needed further research in the field is likely to reveal actresses whose status as feme covert constrained their professional opportunities, this was not always as difficult to remedy as Susannah found it. As Margaret Hunt has argued ‘it is a common fallacy that eighteenth-century marriages were virtually indissoluble, that abusive husbands were above the reach of the law, and that incompatible couples were chained together for life’.​[62]​ Rather she suggests, in addition to the ‘small but steady’ stream of middling men and women suing in court, there were a much larger number of individuals and couples who had lawyers draw up privates articles of separation.​[63]​ It was this later course that Sophia and Robert Baddeley took. After three years of marriage to Robert ended informally, Sophia, after a short relationship with a merchant, began a relationship with the actor Charles Holland: a relationship which would last until his death in December 1769. In an interesting echo of Susannah’s experience – in which Theophilus had encouraged her relationship with Sloper – Robert Baddeley condoned both relationships. Yet as Sophia’s earnings continued to be received by her husband, while she cohabited with, and relied on Holland for maintenance, the economic factor perhaps provides some explanation. It is worth noting that for Sophia, it was not when she reclaimed agency over her bodily property and sexual identity – an agency that she would continue to enjoy with a stream of lovers following Holland’s death – that her husband attempted to assert his proprietorship, but rather when she sought to regain her position as trader over her theatrical commodity and its accompanying economic returns: an interesting reflection perhaps on the relative value of these properties for the Baddeleys. After grieving over Holland’s death in 1769, Sophia attempted to regain her earnings in a similar way to Susannah Cibber. Yet where Susannah had been unsuccessful, Sophia was successful, with the Drury Lane treasurer agreeing to begin paying her earnings to her, rather than handing them over to her husband. Whilst the immediate result of her attempt at legal autonomy was her estranged husband’s challenging of George Garrick, the treasurer, to an (ultimately bloodless) duel, what is significant is that George Garrick saw no objection to giving the actress the earnings which technically and legally belonged to her husband. As we are constantly reminded, the relationship between legislation and lived practice was an ambiguous one. The ease with which Sophia and Robert subsequently arranged a legal separation makes, moreover, a sharp contrast to Susannah’s very public battle for legal autonomy, at the same point as it highlights ways in which actresses might reclaim their professional agency.​[64]​
	 Yet, despite Sophia’s successful extrication of herself from the married state, her story nevertheless serves, like Susannah’s, and indeed like the stories contained within many Exchequer cases, to highlight the potential pitfalls of a woman’s, and particularly a working woman’s, loss of legal identity on her marriage. As Hunt has noted, the stories of women in the Exchequer archives are ‘awash with men who grab their wife’s wages or trading profits […] pawn or sell their wife’s possessions, exploit her labour […] appropriate their wife’s separate estate and jointures’.​[65]​ The risks of marriage were, as these cases highlight, very real. Yet, as we have also seen, so were the potential benefits.
	Within this context therefore, what options were open to an eighteenth-century actress to gain the benefits of marriage without subjecting herself to the associated risks? Within the bonds of what we can describe as ‘legitimate’ marriage, whilst she might attempt to use legal tools to protect her property, we have seen that these might not always fulfill their purpose. Yet, in the eighteenth century, or at least, until Lord Hardwicke’s Marriage Act of 1753, ‘legitimate’ or ‘regular’ marriage (the form of married discussed thus far) was only one point on a spectrum of ways of making a marriage.​[66]​ ‘Irregular’ marriages included a variety of forms of ‘clandestine’ marriage. And as R. B. Outhwaite has highlighted, clandestine marriage was any which breached canon law to some degree, whether less significantly – in taking place outside the church, or outside the prescribed times or dates set aside – or more significantly, in taking place without license, or in Prisons such as the popular Fleet marriages of mid-century.​[67]​ Yet whilst the reasons why couples might prefer clandestine marriages were multiple, in most cases they entailed the same legal restrictions as ‘legitimate’ marriage. As such they hardly provide a viable model for an actress seeking legal independence within marriage.​[68]​ 
	Another form of ‘irregular’ marriage might have offered just such independence however. ‘Contract’ marriage was grounded in the Christian tent that, as Thomas of Chobham wrote in 1216, a man and woman could ‘contract marriage by themselves, without a priest of anyone else, in any place, so long as they agree to live together forever’.​[69]​ And unlike ‘regular’ or ‘clandestine marriage’, ‘contract’ marriage was the only form in which husband and wife retained their separate, legal identities. As a 1724 pamphlet noted, 

The common Law does not esteem a Couple who are betroth’d or espous’d, even by Words of present time, to be so far Man and Wife, as to give either Party any Interest or Property in the other’s Lands or Goods, or to legitimate their Issues, until the Marriage be solemiz’d according to the Rites of the Church of England​[70]​ 
	 
Legally, a woman contracted in marriage in this way remained a feme sole: she retained full control over her professional status and goods and could trade as a free woman. Yet at the same point, she was considered ‘married’ within the broad spectrum of what this word meant within contemporary society, and she might gain, as a result, the social benefits of this status within her community. Whilst, as Probert has argued, the ambiguity of contract marriages might be disabling to many women, conversely for the actress, it may well have been an appealing means by which she might circumvent the liabilities of ‘regular’ and ‘clandestine’ marriage whilst gaining from the benefits of kinship.​[71]​ It is to a consideration of this possibility that this essay will now turn, keeping in mind Thomas Postlewait’s dictum that ‘when the evidence is silent’ or partial, the historian must become articulate.​[72]​ Speculatively reading beyond and through the available evidence we can, if not prove within an archaeo-historic model, at least propose, the possibility that actresses may have figured their relationships in relation to models of contract marriage. 
Debates over the prevalence of contract marriage in the eighteenth century have figured strongly in recent scholarship. Martin Ingram and Laura Gowing have suggested that, whilst once popular, contract marriages had declined by the start of the seventeenth century, whilst Lawrence Stone has argued that litigation over contract marriage gradually disappeared between 1680 and 1733.​[73]​ Moreover, as Rebecca Probert has noted, the fact that Hardwicke’s 1753 Act was for the ‘better preventing of clandestine marriages’ suggests the absence of contract marriages as a significant problem by this point.​[74]​ Of course, the nature of contract marriage itself means that evidence for it is often only found in those cases where legal action was the last resort. And as the actress is in a rather anomalous position, in that the legal binds of marriage which other women might seek were, this paper argues, those same binds that she might be avoiding through contract marriage, such cases do not necessarily provide an appropriate context in which to consider whether actresses might have chosen contract marriage as a personally and professionally beneficial means of framing their relationships. 
In considering whether such a mode of marriage-making may have been embraced by actresses, we must therefore turn to alternate historiographic approaches: approaches which may help us to tackle the fact that, with nothing ‘more requisite to a complete marriage by the laws of England than a full, free, and mutual consent between the parties’, contract marriage left no trace of itself in the archives.​[75]​ Although the canons of 1604 demanded supporting ‘evidence’ of contract marriage, not only was this either verbal or documentary, but it was only required in case of a dispute at court. In daily life therefore, the difficulty of determining whether a cohabiting relationship was a contract marriage was one which contemporaries faced as much as historians do today. However I would also note, as Lisa O’Connell argues, that our own inheritance of a post-Hardwickean notion of marriage, in legislative rather than performative terms, makes the concern over whether we can prove whether or not there was a contract of marriage, a more contemporary than historic concern. ​[76]​ For contemporaries it was, ‘habit and repute, with cohabitation of man and wife, is in general good evidence that the parties at some time or other exchanged the matrimonial consent’.​[77]​ In other words, it was in behaving as though they were husband and wife, that evidence and perception of contract marriage might be found.
The recent exploration within theatre historiography, around how we might engage with the ephemeral, and the absences of performance – what Peggy Phelan has described as performance becoming itself through its disappearance – opens up new approaches for examining the performative act of the contract marriage.​[78]​ In particular I am interested in Diana Taylor’s problematising of our reliance upon the archive of supposedly enduring materials at the expense of the ‘so-called ephemeral repertoire of embodied practice/knowledge’.​[79]​ Taylor herself highlights the performative utterance of saying ‘I do’ in contemporary wedding ceremonies as the embodied dimension, and as being opposed to the archival recording of the marriage in the written contract. In her argument that we must, ‘take seriously the repertoire of embodied practices as an important system of knowing and transmitting knowledge’ we are further encouraged to look for evidence that actresses may have framed their relationships as contract marriages, in their behavior and performance of being married.​[80]​ After all, as Stone has suggested, communities themselves seem to have been prepared to read ‘stable cohabitation, the exchange in conversation of words such as ‘husband or ‘wife’ […] and the baptism of children as creating a socially acceptable presumption of marriage’.​[81]​ Whether actresses such as Anne Oldfield, Dora Jordan, or indeed any other actress who cohabited with a long-term partner, had definitely contracted themselves in marriage is however not my concern. Attempting to prove such would, of course, be a fruitless quest. Rather, my interest is in examining the extent to which these women may have enacted and practiced ‘marriage’, as a means, I would suggest, of gaining the benefits of a legally-contracted relationship, without the liabilities. Prior to 1754, in a social context in which contract marriage was understood to be grounded in just such embodied practice, the ambiguity over an actress’ marital state was in fact, perhaps, central to its value. 
	Examining the career and life of Anne Oldfield, through both the archive and the repertoire, there is certainly evidence to support this hypothesis. Anne Oldfield was the most successful actress in the first three decades of the eighteenth century. Like many actresses at this time she was skilled in both comedy and tragedy, although she was remembered most for her comic ability to portray ladies of high fashion. Her career spanned over twenty years, the majority of which were spent at the top of her profession and in receipt of some of the highest wages on offer. When she died in 1730, at forty-seven, her position, as well as the respect she had within the industry, was marked by the cancellation of the performance that evening. Perhaps more notably, her burial at Westminster Abbey, near the monument of William Congreve who had preceded her to the grave only a few months earlier, marked her place within early eighteenth-century society.​[82]​   
	Like any successful professional, it is highly unlikely that Oldfield achieved, or indeed maintained, her position by luck. Evidence from her contract negotiations with theatre managers, and her amassed personal wealth both in cash and in fashionable property, suggests in fact that she was an astute and ambitious professional.​[83]​ And it is in this context, as well as in light of the legal ramifications of coverture, that we should read the fact that this wealthy and successful actress not only stayed legally unmarried throughout her career, but did so whilst in two consecutive and long-term relationships. 
	Oldfield’s first relationship, with Arthur Maynwaring (1668-1712), lasted from their meeting in 1703 until his death in 1712. Whilst it was, to all accounts, an affectionate relationship, there were also, as in ‘regular’ marriages, benefits in the match for both parties. Maynwaring was a wit, satirist and man of fashion.​[84]​ Being a popular member of the famous Whig social club, the Kit-cat Club, he mixed with celebrated playwrights including William Congreve, Joseph Addison and John Vanbrugh. He was also friends with Owen Swiney, the manager of the Haymarket Theatre, and had social and political associations with the Lord Chamberlain: the official responsible for licensing theatres and censoring plays. In short, Maynwaring provided for Oldfield, who was three years into her career when they met, the opportunity to integrate herself into a well-established professional network. And just like Susannah Cibber thirty-years later, Oldfield found these new connections accelerating her career. As ‘Egerton’, in fact the publisher Edmund Curll, reflected in writing the actress’ biography ‘it was doubtless owing, in great Measure, to his Instructions, that Mrs Oldfield became so admirable a Player, for as no body understood the Action of the Stage better than himself, so no body took greater Pleasure than he to see her excel in it’.​[85]​ Maynwaring was however also a successful playwright in his own right, and throughout his life with Oldfield he was not reticent to put his skills to use both for her, and of course also his, benefit. He wrote both prologues and epilogues for her, and ‘would always hear her rehearse them in private, before she spoken them in public’, playing in this way, a not insignificant part in making her ‘one of the most sought-after speakers of epilogues of her time’.​[86]​ Overall it is clear that throughout their ten years together, Maynwaring and Oldfield’s personal relationship was not only privately, but also professionally, highly and mutually beneficial. 
	The fact that the couple also intended to provide for each other after death is worth noting and provides a helpful insight into the extent to which both individuals saw and practiced their relationship in marital terms. In September 1712, just over a month before he died, Maynwaring made his will. Significantly he left his only blood relative, his sister, only one thousand pounds, dividing the remainder between his son with Oldfield, and the actress herself. If their son was to die before reaching twenty-one, Oldfield would also receive his portion. Reading this in the context that, as Erickson has argued, widows were almost invariably the principal beneficiaries of their husbands’ wills and often received much more than their legal entitlement of one third, it is not too much to argue that Oldfield is located, in Maynwaring’s will, as his widow.​[87]​ The fact that Maynewaring also named Oldfield as executrix – a position which contemporary treatises and wills suggest was often given to the wife – further supports this suggestion.​[88]​ As ‘Egerton’ attested, ‘by her Behaviour to him, he could not in Justice do otherwise on his Son’s Account, nor could any Woman better deserve, all that was in his Power to give, of which Truth, his Son is a living Witness’.​[89]​ Through cohabiting and behaving towards each other as husband and wife Oldfield and Maynwaring made use of the contemporary ambiguity over the understanding of marriage. Whether they were contracted to each other or not, their framing of their relationship in these terms was certainly to their mutual personal and professional benefit. 
	Oldfield’s second relationship, which lasted until her own death in 1730, was with Charles Churchill (c.1678–1745), an illegitimate nephew of the first duke of Marlborough. Significantly, it was a relationship which brought her those advantages that Maynwaring had not. In the early stages of her career Oldfield had benefited from the professional and political connections that Maynwaring had brought. Now however she was at the pinnacle of the profession and it was, in addition to a personal relationship, society connections which she appeared to be seeking. Churchill certainly brought these, making it ‘his sole Business and Delight to place her in the same rank of Reputation (to which her own natural Deportment greatly contributed,) with Persons of the best Conditions’. ​[90]​ As Lafler asserts, Churchill’s social connections to the nobility completed ‘an important element of Anne’s public character’.​[91]​ It is in Oldfield’s will however, dated 27 June 1730, that the strongest evidence for the nature of this relationship is found. After leaving her aunt, mother, and lifelong friend Margaret Saunders, lifetime annuities, Oldfield carefully divided up the remainder and vast majority of her significant estate between her two sons by Mainwaring and Churchill. On their deaths moreover, it was to revert in full to Charles Churchill who was also an executor of the will.​[92]​ It was a will which clearly affirmed Oldfield’s perception of her family, or as Egerton reflected, which ‘sufficiently confirms her just Value’ for Churchill.​[93]​ It is noteworthy moreover that whilst Oldfield may have framed both long-term relationships in marital and familial terms, had she legally contracted herself in this way she would have been unable to make such a will or to divide up her professional gains amongst her loved ones. With her independent legal status Oldfield was able, in this final act, to distribute the wealth she had gained from her independent career amongst those she loved. 
 In the early decades of the century, I have argued, the ambiguity over understandings of marriage, the spectrum of practices, and the emphasis on the performative act, cultivated a social context in which Oldfield was able to locate herself ‘as wife’ through her behavior, whilst maintaining legal independence. From the middle of the century however, such flexibility would no longer be possible. The extent to which the implementation of the 1753 Hardwicke Marriage Act impacted upon marital practice is the subject of some debate. Eve Tavor Bannet’s ‘The Marriage Act of 1753: ‘ A most cruel law for the Fair Sex’ and Rebecca Probert’s response ‘The Impact of the Marriage Act of 1753: Was it really ‘A most cruel law for the fair sex’?’ present the two sides of the argument.​[94]​ Fundamentally for this paper’s argument however was the relocation of marriage within the legislative, rather than the performative act. From another perspective, it was an emphasis on the archive and away from the repertoire. 
Whether 25 March 1754 was a seminal moment in the history of marriage, as is Bannet’s argument, or whether, as Probert argues, the Act reflected already apparent shifts in marital practice, from this date contract marriage no longer existed as a form of recognised marriage. As such, although much further research into marriages rates amongst actresses across the century is required, it is probable that the opportunities for actresses to negotiate professional independence as wives became somewhat more limited. Yet whilst this mode of marriage no longer had legal standing, the social understanding that cohabitation and a couple’s acting ‘as married’ might be comparable to the nuptial state, particularly when the result of this union was children, was not as simple to erase. As Sir William Scott stated in his response to a case he was trying at the end of the century:

When two persons agree to have […] commerce for the procreation and bringing up of children, and for such lasting cohabitation that, in a state of nature, would be a marriage, and in the absence of all civil and religious institutes, [it] might safely be presumed to be, as it is popularly called, a marriage in the sight of God​[95]​

In this context, in which popular discourse persisted in recognising long-standing and procreative relationships in marital terms, I would suggest that there was still some scope, albeit it much more limited, for an actress to use those performative aspects of marriage, which had underpinned the idea of contract marriage, to construct an ambiguous, or quasi-marital identity, and thereby gain for herself the benefits of her relationship, without being married. In her argument for a ‘long-standing synergy or alliance between the cultures of clandestine marriage and theatrical entertainment’, Lisa O’Connell has drawn attention to an understanding of the power of acts of speech, representation and mimesis which underlies both theatrical entertainment and irregular marriages.​[96]​ It is an argument which speaks to the importance of considering late-century overlaps between ideas of marriage and performance, and which also offers a new frame through which to understand, what I will suggest were the late-century actress, Dorothy Jordan’s performances of quasi-marital identity. 
Dorothy, or Dora, as she preferred to be known, was an instant hit with London audiences when she made her debut at Drury Lane, as Peggy in The Country Girl, in 1785. Over the next thirty years she was unrivalled in the comic genre: being publicly lauded as Thalia to Sarah Siddons’ Melpomene. Like Oldfield, almost two generations earlier, Jordan received some of the highest wages in the profession and spent most of her career at the very top of the theatre industry.​[97]​ In her personal life, her twenty-one year relationship with William, Duke of Clarence (later to be William IV) – beginning in 1791 – and the subsequent ten children that made up her family placed her very much in the public eye. Of course, there was never any confusion over, or possibility that she might marry Clarence: even had she wanted to, the Royal Marriages Act of 1772 made any such alliance impossible.​[98]​ Jordan’s position as ‘mistress’, was very clear. Yet even within this context and dominant structure, the embodied practice of Jordan and Clarence’s relationship, as revealed in their personal letters to each other, as well as those of their children, was indistinguishable from that of an affectionate husband and wife.​[99]​ Moreover the ever-expanding family the Jordan was producing, and the familiarity of her pregnant body to her audiences, certainly spoke more publicly to her status as something more domestic than the conventional mistress, particularly in light of the contemporary connection between procreation and a ‘marriage in the sight of God’.
This is not to suggest that Jordan’s quasi-marital image was comparable, in the public eye, with the idealized image of the private, chaste bourgeois wife which was becoming increasingly prevalent by the end of the century, and which Sarah Siddons so successfully embodied. For Jordan, not only the class and position of her partner, but also her own official status as ‘mistress’, and her very public status as a working woman, precluded her being represented in these terms. Yet looked at from another angle, perhaps it was these relatively anomalous aspects themselves which, freeing her from conformity to any simplified ideological construction of her femininity in relation to her roles as mother or ‘wife’, enabled Dora Jordan to make a financially beneficial, and also affectionate match, without having to face the pressure of actually becoming a wife, with its associated liabilities. 
The love letters between Jordan and Clarence speak to their mutual passion, affection and support, for much of their twenty-one year relationship. Yet, there were certainly also benefits to the match. Of course, as the negative publicity greeting the news of Jordan’s affair with Clarence demonstrates these benefits were certainly not of a professional nature: the Duke brought no theatrical connections and as a result of her choice Jordan found herself the subject of ‘unprovoked and unmanly abuse’ which threatened, she felt, to drive her from her position in the profession.​[100]​  Yet the sum of £840 a year, settled on Jordan by the Duke on 4 November 1791, was not insignificant. Like a marriage settlement it was a sum likely to have been negotiated between the parties. And of course, the similarities between this settlement and a marriage settlement, speak not only to the way in which the couple framed their relationship from the beginning, but also to the Jordan’s unusual position in receiving significant ‘maintenance’ without having to give up her own professional, or personal, identity in exchange.
The fact that Jordan’s relationship with Clarence brought her limited professional benefits parallels both Susannah Cibber and Anne Oldfield’s pattern of ‘marital’ choice. For, like both these women, it had been Jordan’s first relationship, which had served to support her bourgeoning career in London.​[101]​ Jordan’s four-year cohabitation with the aspiring lawyer, Richard Ford, began shortly after her arrival in London. And whilst in his own professional status, the benefit provided by the young lawyer is perhaps questionable, the fact that he was the son of one of the three Drury-Lane patent holders reveals one of the likely attractions, serving as it did to provide Jordan with access to the top of the theatrical hierarchy. 
	Whilst, as we have seen, Jordan’s performance of ‘wife’ in her relationship with Clarence raised no questions over her legal status, in her relationship with Ford she was able to cultivate a somewhat more ambiguous legal and personal identity, resulting in a confusion which echoed that surrounding contract marriages. As one of her contemporary biographers noted, during this period, she:
cohabited […] as his wife […] her fidelity to the gentleman she regarded as her husband, having never been called in question, as the uniform conduct she pursued was so exemplary as to render her even a pattern of matronly excellence for every married woman​[102]​
Whilst there was no proof of any marriage, in cohabiting and bringing up two children, Jordan’s marital status was problematised. And it appears to have been an ambiguity both she and Ford actively cultivated, by performing the role of a married couple. Ford referred to Jordan as his wife in writing and conversation, allowing friends and acquaintances to believe them married, whilst Jordan, signing herself as Mrs Ford in letters and attending social occasions in ‘role’ as a married woman, successfully confused public opinion as to whether she was, or was not, legally ‘Mrs Ford’.​[103]​ As Horace Walpole wrote to the Miss Berries on 16 September 1791 ‘Do you know that Mrs Jordan is acknowledged to be Mrs Ford?’, whilst when Clarence wrote to his brother on 13 October, his assertion that ‘they never were married: I have all proofs requisite and even legal ones’ clearly implies that there had been some confusion over the matter.​[104]​ Whilst in the post-Hardwicke era, proof disproving any marriage could, as we see here, ultimately be sought, the fact that the couple’s behaviour was read as signifying marriage, provides a glimpse of the continuing cultural inheritance of contract marriage. Whilst the claim that, ‘no suspicion was ever entertained respecting her not being legally the wife of Mr Ford’, is perhaps evidence more of the biographer’s attempt to recuperate Jordan within middling ideals of feminine domestic roles, Jordan’s performance of wife reveals that, for a society still invested in the performative aspects of marriage, the line between a legal and a performed identity continued to be indistinct.​[105]​ Moreover, with a number of actresses choosing to perform under their maiden names after marriage, whether as feme sole or not, the confusion was understandable. 
Jordan’s performance as ‘Mrs Ford’, with its appropriation of the performative aspects of contract marriage, can certainly be argued to be motivated by a desire to resist the legal disabilities of marriage, whilst gaining the social, familial and professional benefits. Yet other readings are also available, as a number of biographies demonstrate. In fact, since the first biography of Jordan, by James Boaden, this social performance has been framed in quite distinctive terms: as evidence of the actress’ aspiration to be the role she could only play at, until Ford fulfilled his promise.​[106]​ This aspiration to the marital state, in the social context in which the role of wife and mother were being elevated as signifiers of female identity, may well have been part of the reason for her performance. And the same argument could, of course, be made of Oldfield. She never married Maynewaring or Churchill legally because, we might argue, she was never asked. She was therefore making do with the best she could. There is certainly an argument to be made here: a marriage is after all, a consensual act. Yet, as Amy Louise Erickson has argued, whilst most women are certainly likely to have wanted to marry, the reality that an extraordinarily high proportion nevertheless remained single, cannot be discounted.​[107]​ Although this can be explained by a variety of factors, financial, physical or particularly for the actress perhaps social, as Erickson rejoins, ‘the influence of a positive decision not to marry was clearly an important factor for some women’.​[108]​ Moreover, if being a legal wife and gaining the associated respectability was so central to these actresses, we must remember that there was nothing preventing them from courting elsewhere. Furthermore indeed, if social respectability itself was their aim, there were other professions in which they might make a less public living. 
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